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Justice studies student Marci MacoMber (nee Landstrom) has been awarded the erasmus mun-
dus scholarship to purse a master’s degree in human rights Practice through roehampton university 
(London, uK), Göteborgs universitet (Göteborg, sweden) and universitetet I Tromsø, (Tromsø, norway).  
marci graduated from the human Justice program in 2004, at which time she was awarded the univer-
sity Prize in the Faculty of arts.  In the university’s media release announcing this award, marci’s involve-
ment in the human rights field was cited.  

marci was also one of the first students to take part in the Globus exchange on social Justice and hu-
man rights in 2003-04.  as a Globus student she completed the Intensive summer course at université 
de montréal, studied at université de Pau in France, and did an advanced human Justice Practicum at 
human rights Watch in Geneva.  since her graduation, marci has worked as an Investigator at the sas-
katchewan human rights commission.

• • •

The university of regina chapter of engineers Without borders hosted a Fair Trade and discussion on 24 
march where faculty and community representatives will debated the merits and pitfalls of Fair Trade 
from business and various social perspectives. Joann Jaffe (sOc) was a panelist.

Joanne Jaffe



nick ruddick (enGL) has just published The Fire in the Stone: Prehistoric Fiction from Charles 
Darwin to Jean M. Auel, by Wesleyan university Press. From the publisher: ‘The genre of prehis-
toric fiction contains a surprisingly large and diverse group of fictional works by american, brit-
ish, and French writers from the late nineteenth century to the present that describe prehistoric 
humans. nicholas ruddick explains why prehistoric fiction could not come into being until af-
ter the acceptance of charles darwin’s theories, and argues that many early prehistoric fiction 
works are still worth reading even though the science upon which they are based is now out-
dated. exploring the history and evolution of the genre, ruddick shows how prehistoric fiction 
can offer fascinating insights into the possible origins of human nature, sexuality, racial distinc-
tions, language, religion, and art. The book includes discussions of well-known prehistoric fiction 
by h.G. Wells, Jules Verne, J.-h. rosny aîné, Jack London, William Golding, arthur c. clarke, and 
Jean m. auel and reminds us of some unjustly forgotten landmarks of prehistoric fiction. It also 
briefly covers such topics as the recent boom in prehistoric romance, notable prehistoric fiction 
for children and young adults, and the most entertaining movies featuring prehistoric humans. 
The book includes illustrations that trace the changing popular images of cave men and women 
over the past 150 years.’

 • • •

HeatHer HadJistavropoulos (Psyc) along with d. Kehler, has just published ‘Is health 
anxiety a significant problem for individuals with multiple sclerosis?’ in the Journal of behav-
ioural medicine (pp.150 – 161). available online at: 

urL: http://springer.r.delivery.net/r/r?2.1.ee.2Tp.1iXslZ.bxt%2alg..n.hdeu.3910.GuaecL00 

 
• • •

Jan van eiJk (Fnuniv) of the department of Indian Languages, Literatures, and Linguistics had 
his 128-page ‘bibliography of salish Linguistics’ electronically published by the refereed north-
west Journal of Linguistics.  It is available online at http://www.sfu.ca/nwjl.

 • • •

The Online cree dictionary Project has received a major grant of $116,000.00 from heritage 
canada to further the development of this important resource.  The project was begun by miyo 
Wahkohtowin community education authority at ermineskin First nation in alberta which has 
partnered with dr earle WaugH at the university of alberta and arok Wolvengrey, 
head of Indian Languages, Literatures, and Linguistics at First nations university of canada.  This 
funding will allow for a number of important updates to the online resource including greater 
audio-visual content and the addition of teaching units.

Heather Hadjistavropoulos
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Marion Jones (ecOn) presented two papers at the Pacific rim allied economics Organiza-
tion biennial conference in Kyoto: ‘more than Just a Job:  The employed homeless in calgary’ and 
‘Trilingualism and the naxi:  Welfare implications of clashing education policies in china’.   

• • •

The arts student services Office is delighted to welcome Jane rose, who joined the team of 
academic advisors on 9 march. Jane graduated from campion college with a ba honours degree 
in Psychology and Philosophy. she is currently working on a ma in Philosophy and will be work-
ing half-time, filling in for Joni borne, until may 2010. 

 
• • •

Two philosophy students have received word of their acceptance into graduate programs: 
cHristopHer young has been accepted by cambridge university, though he has accepted 
an offer of direct entry into the Phd program at the university of Western Ontario, and dustin 
olson has been accepted by mcmaster university.

 • • •

cassandra opikokeW, a student of the school of Journalism, has been named one of the 
Top 100 aboriginal Post-secondary Graduates in canada and has been invited to attend the 
aboriginal human resource council (ahrc) Inclusion Works event in Vancouver in april. In ad-
dition, after an application process that included a lengthy interview with canadian Press staff, 
cassandra was awarded the prestigious Gil Purcell scholarship, which includes a $4000 dollar 
award and an offer of summer employment with the canadian Press. This is a nation-wide com-
petition.

• • •

The school of Journalism reports that they have fielded a large number of interview requests on 
the current industry crisis. a piece from the LP included a comment from MitcH diaManto-
polous on why we should be `very concerned’ about the weakening of the cbc. This article is 
available online at http://www.leaderpost.com/news/Layoffs+coming/1428000/story.html .  

• • •

Gennadiy chernov’s (Jrn) Phd dissertation has recently been published: Convergence of Agen-
da Setting and Attitude Change Approaches: Media Effects and the Interaction between Media 
Messages, the nature of reality underlying media Issues and mechanisms of Information Pro-
cessing is now available on amazon.com. Isbn-13: 978-3639128307

Cassandra Opikokew

Gennadiy Chernov
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nick Jones (Js) was recently interviewed by Global news and cJme radio regarding the Maclean’s ar-
ticle that placed saskatoon (1) and regina (3) at the top of the list of canada’s `most dangerous cities.’ 
nick also presented a co-authored paper (with rob nestor, Fnuc and sessional Instructor in 
Justice studies at the u of r) titled, ‘sentencing circles in canada and the Gacaca in rwanda: an 
International comparison of Traditional restorative Justice Practices’ at the academy of criminal 
Justice sciences (acJs) meeting in boston on 12 march. at the same meeting, nick was elected as 
an executive counsellor of the acJs international section. and finally, nick had a co-authored pa-
per (with augustine brannigan of the university of calgary) titled ‘Genocide and the legal process 
in rwanda: From genocide amnesty to the new rule of law’ accepted for publication in the journal 
International Criminal Justice Review (Forthcoming, June 2009).

• • •

The department of Indian Languages, Literatures, and Linguistics (dILLL) at First nations university of 
canada hosted a three-day nakota Language Gathering 13-15 march.  elders, band and school officials, 
and teachers from each of the five nakota First nations (carry-the-Kettle, mosquito, Ocean man, Pheasant 
rump, and White bear) were in attendance to discuss the current state of their most seriously endangered 
language (with estimates as low as 25 fluent speakers remaining in saskatchewan) and strategies for lan-
guage preservation and revitalization.

• • •

department of Psychology graduate students have many conference presentations to report, from the 
29th annual meeting of the anxiety disorders association of america, santa ana Pueblo, new mexico, 
12-15 march. The first authors listed below (aside from g. asMundson and J. sareen) are all graduate 
students.

abrams, m. P., carleton, r. n., & asmundson, G. J. G. (2009). ‘human tonic immobility: an exploration of 
three common trauma contexts’.  In m.P. abrams (chair), Paroxysmal paralysis in traumatized and anxious 
samples: an examination of isolated sleep paralysis and tonic immobility. symposium presented at the 
29th annual meeting of the anxiety disorders association of america, santa ana Pueblo, new mexico, 12-
15 march.

abrams, m. P., carleton, r. n., & asmundson, G. J. G. (2009). ‘The attentional resource allocation scale 
(aras): development of a new measure to assess absorption and dissociation’. Poster presented at the 
29th annual meeting of the anxiety disorders association of america, santa ana Pueblo, new mexico, 12-
15 march.

asmundson, G. J. G. (2009). discussant remarks. In Tart, c. d. & smits, J. a. J. (chairs), ‘The relationship be-
tween anxiety sensitivity and health behaviors: Implications for clinical practice’. symposium presented at 
the 29th annual meeting of the anxiety disorders association of america, santa ana Pueblo, new mexico, 
12-15 march.

asmundson, G. J. G., abrams, m. P., & carleton, r. n. (2009). ‘childhood sexual assault and isolated sleep 
paralysis: Prevalence, correlates, and implications for practice’. In m.P. abrams (chair), Paroxysmal paraly-
sis in traumatized and anxious samples: an examination of isolated sleep paralysis and tonic immobility. 
symposium presented at the 29th annual meeting of the anxiety disorders association of america, santa 
ana Pueblo, new mexico, 12-15 march.

bailey, K. m., carleton, r. n., abrams, m. P., Kachur, s. s., & asmundson, G. J. G. (2009). ‘Pain related anxiety 
and fear of illness and injury in chronic pain: a comparison between people with and without compensa-
tion’. Poster presented at the 29th annual meeting of the anxiety disorders association of america, santa 
ana Pueblo, new mexico, 12-15 march. 
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carleton, r. n., & asmundson, G. J. G. (2009). ‘Intolerance of uncertainty: Fundamental to the fundamen-
tal fears?’ In r. n. carleton (chair), Intolerance of uncertainty and psychopathology: current theory, ap-
plication, and future research directions. symposium presented at the 29th annual meeting of the anxiety 
disorders association of america, santa ana Pueblo, new mexico, 12-15 march.

carleton, r. n., & asmundson, G. J. G. (2009). ‘reliably scared? Initial assessment of test-retest reliability 
for the fundamental fears’. Poster presented at the 29th annual meeting of the anxiety disorders associa-
tion of america, santa ana Pueblo, new mexico, 12-15 march.

carleton, r. n., & asmundson, G. J. G. (2009). ‘underlying dimensions of health anxiety: more than fearful 
worrying about illnesses’. Poster presented at the 29th annual meeting of the anxiety disorders associa-
tion of america, santa ana Pueblo, new mexico, 12-15 march.

collimore, K. c., carleton, r. n., abrams, m. P., & asmundson, G. J. G. (2009). ‘Further examination of 
the relationship between the PTsd symptom clusters and depressive symptoms’. Poster presented at the 
2009 annual conference of the anxiety disorders association of america, albuquerque, new mexico, 12-
15 march.

mcmillan, K., sareen, J., stein, m., asmundson, G.J.G. (2009). ‘Psychopathology and childhood adversity in 
the military: results from the national epidemiologic survey on alcohol and related conditions’. Poster 
presented at the anxiety disorders association of america, santa ana Pueblo, new mexico, 12 march. 

Peluso, d. L., carleton, r. n., & asmundson, G. J. G. (2009). ‘Panic disorder and generalized anxiety disorder 
comorbidity: assessing symptom severity according to anxiety sensitivity and intolerance of uncertainty’.
Poster presented at the 29th annual meeting of the anxiety disorders association of america, santa ana 
Pueblo, new mexico, 12-15 march.

sareen, J., stein, m. b., Thoresen, s., Zamorski, m., belik, s. L., & asmundson, G. J. (2009). ‘Is peacekeeping 
peaceful: a systematic review’. Paper presented at the 29th annual meeting of the anxiety disorders as-
sociation of america, santa ana Pueblo, new mexico, 12-15 march.

Welch, P. G., carleton, r. n., & asmundson, G. J. G. (2009). ‘depressing factors: an exploration of the ces-d 
factor structure’. Poster presented at the 29th annual meeting of the anxiety disorders association of 
america, santa ana Pueblo, new mexico, 12 - 15 march.

some members of the Psychology department, some of whom (carleton, colliMore, and abraMs) 
are graduate students, have also just published peer reviewed papers:

asmundson, G. J. G., hadjistavropoulos, T., bernstein, a., & Zvolensky, m. J.  (2009). ‘Latent structure of fear 
of pain: an empirical test among a sample of community dwelling older adults’. European Journal of Pain, 
13, 419-425.

carleton, r. n., Kachur, s. s., abrams, m. P., & asmundson, G. J. G.  (2009). ‘Waddell’s symptoms as in-
dicators of psychological distress, perceived disability, and treatment outcome’. Journal of Occupational 
Rehabilitation, 19, 41-48.

carleton, r. n., collimore, K. c., asmundson, G. J. G., mccabe, r., rowa, K., & antony, m. m. (2009). ‘refin-
ing and validating the social Interaction anxiety scale and the social Phobia scale’. Depression and Anxiety, 
26, e71-e81.

Kell, r.T., & asmundson, G.J.G. (2009). ‘a comparison of two forms of periodized exercise rehabilitation 
programs in the management of chronic non-specific low back pain’. Journal of Strength and Conditioning 
Research, 23, 513-523.
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The Faculty of arts will say goodbye to Murray knuttila, associate Vice-President (academic) at the 
end of June.  he leaves the u of r to take up a position as Vice-President (academic) at brock university in 
st. catharines, Ontario.

murray is a professor in the department of sociology and social studies, where he has taught since 1977. he 
has been a research Faculty member in the saskatchewan Population health & evaluation research unit 
and a Faculty associate at Luther college. 

murray has been active in university administration throughout his career at the university of 
regina, serving as assistant dean of arts (1985-1989), head of the department of sociology 
and social studies (1990-1995) and  dean of arts (1995 to 2002).

dr Knuttila is held in very high regard by colleagues both within and outside the u of r com-
munity. his commitment to public service over the years has been significant and he received 
the university of regina alumni association award for Public service in 2007, as well as the 
saskatchewan centennial medal in 2006. says John conway, a colleague in the department 
of sociology and social studies, ‘no public service is too modest, or too significant, for dr 
Knuttila’s commitment to be there for the community.’  

We wish to thank murray Knuttila for his 30 years of service to the Faculty, and to the university, and wish 
him the very best of luck in his new position. 

as part of the religious studies Ideas series, lori beaMan (university of Ottawa) will present “religious 
Freedom: From Tolerance and reasonable accommodation to deep equality, on 2 april, 2:30 pm in Lc 
208.

• • •

The humanities research Institute will present the 2009 barbara Powell lecture on Friday 17 april, 7:30 
pm in the education auditorium. elizabetH May, leader of the Green Party of canada, will present 
‘Planetary Politics: The Personal is Political again.’

In the women’s movement in the 1970s, the saying was `the personal is political.’  The 1970s 
environmental motto was `Think Globally, act Locally.’  The coming climate crisis brings all 
of this together.  We also have to `act globally, while thinking locally,’ while `thinking glob-
ally and acting locally.’  and virtually every personal decision -- what car to buy,
what cup of coffee -- has global implications. how do we navigate a new politic as global 
citizens?  how do we empower the world’s peoples to action?  how do we convince canadi-
ans of our own power to change the world?

an event poster is appended to this bulletin.
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a fond farewell to murray knuttila

Elizabeth May

Murray Knuttila
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Thursday 2 2:30 Lc 208 religious studies Ideas series - Lori beaman on reli-
gious freedom and accomodation

Wednesday 8 2:30 nr 210.7 dean’s executive committee meeting

Thursday 9 classes end

Wednesday 15 examinations begin

Friday 17 7:30 education auditorium hrI barbara Powell Lecture: elizabeth may on Plan-
etary Politics 

Wednesday 28 examinations end

april

calendar: upcoming events and deadlines

A complete archive ofpast issues is available from the Campus Digital Archive at: 
http://dspace.cc.uregina.ca/dspace/handle/10294/335 

    Next issue: Tuesday 7 April 2009  
   Deadline for submission of material for next issue: Friday 3  April at 12 noon



planetary politics
the personal is political again

In the women’s movement of the 1970s, the say-
ing was ‘the personal is political.’  The 1970s envi-
ronmental motto was ‘Think Globally, Act Locally.’  
The coming climate crisis brings all of this togeth-
er. We also have to ‘act globally, while thinking lo-
cally,’ while ‘thinking globally and acting locally.’ 
And virtually every personal decision — what car 
to buy, what cup of coffee  — has global implica-
tions. How do we navigate a new politic as global 
citizens?  How do we empower the world’s peoples 
to action? How do we convince Canadians of our 
own power to change the world?

Leader, Green Party o f Canada
Elizabeth May

the humanities research institute presents

   the 2009 barbara powell lecture

friday 17 april  
��������� ����������, ���������� �� ������

7:30 pm

free admission and free parking in the M area o f lot 14 (from 7pm)
for more in formation ca ll 585.4226 


